April 11, 2002

Mayor and Assembly
155 S. Seward
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dear Mayor Smith and Assembly Members:

The Juneau Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors respectively requests that the Assembly postpone any final action on the draft Juneau Tourism Plan until interested community groups and individuals have sufficient time to review the lengthy, detailed document that has been made available by the CBJ.

Having participated in the multi-month process led by Egret Consulting, the Chamber Board makes this request so that the maximum level of review can be dedicated to each of the sections in the draft document.

The actual review process needs to be better defined as the final product is critical to Juneau's economy. Ample time should be provided for careful consideration of all the components.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Bill Peters
President
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CBJ Manager's Office

Email: juneauchamber@gci.net • jcc@alaska.com • Web site: http://www.juneauchamber.org
Welcome to the Final Web Poll for Juneau's Tourism Planning Project

Please enter your PIN number below.
PIN: WW79CS514Q

PINs do not contain the letters "O, D, I, or Z" but may contain the numbers "0, 1, or 2"

Help

The JTP should take a page out of Hawaii's Visitor Bureau's books!!
They do everything to please the tourist. They don't allow
"Go Home" signs at their airports or dock - that was
a disgrace that the "free speech" people did last May!!

Tourism is part of the summer activity.
How many people like to see these drunks are
going to be here five years from now? or one year?

Mary Elizabeth Johnson

poll submitted for 4/9/02
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https://vote1.voterehere.net/elections/Juneau/ak033002/login.asp
Welcome to the Final Web Poll for Juneau's Tourism Planning Project

Please enter your PIN number below.
PIN: K7-P1-FC1-42-Q

Click here to Login

PINs do not contain the letters "O, D, I, or Z" but may contain the numbers "0, 1, or 2"

Help

Vote powered by

I think tourism has gotten out of hand. Everything seems to be dedicated for tourists and not for local people. Juneau is no longer ours; it is the tourists' city.

Submitted 4/9/02
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Will resist any base at chance on a road to dropout.

Heavy sea swell that cannot be handled — Though prone
Ab accettable for sea planes as any S.E. wind brings in
And sea plane basin at dropout - This action will never

An observation - Much talk about hesitation

Community Interests

- I strongly disagree because the plan is out of balance in favor of other
- I disagree because the plan is out of balance in favor of tourism
- I'm not sure or I am neutral
- I agree
- I strongly agree

Partnership board of directors:

13. The plan effectively and fairly balances membership on the Juneau Tourism